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Figure 1.  Steps involved in ‘data to information’ approach, 

using rehabilitation exercise performance evaluation and 

feedback example.   

 

movement pattern. Initial classification will come in the 

form of correct or incorrect movement performance (binary 

level classification). Further classification will involve 

identifying the specific deviation if the movement is 

completed incorrectly (multi label classification). The steps 

involved in this data query pathway are outlined in section 

III.  

 

Finally an actuation strategy must be put in place whereby 

the information is provided to the relevant stakeholder in an 

easy to understand and effective manner. This will differ 

depending on the end-user of the system.  

 

III. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 

Across all the application spaces described in this paper, the 

development of IMU based exercise classification systems 

consist of the following steps: data collection, pre-

processing, segmentation, feature extraction and 

classification as can be seen in Figure 2. The following 

section provides a brief summary of each step. 

 

 
Figure 2: Steps involved in the development of an IMU 

based exercise classification system 

 

A. Dataset Collection 

In order to develop a high quality exercise analysis system a 

number of factors should be considered and optimised 

before completing a data collection. A preliminary study 

should be used to establish IMU positioning and settings: 

sampling rate, sensor ranges, data transfer and storage 

methods. In addition to identifying these aspects of study 

design, it is essential to ensure the IMUs are calibrated 

before all data collection sessions. Classification results are 

improved with larger data sets. 

B. Pre-processing 

The kinematic data contains two types of undesired noise: 

baseline drift and high frequency components. The high 

frequency noise is the elastic vibration in the fasteners used 

to mount the markers to the limb. This can be reduced by 

passing a specified order low-pass Butterworth with the 

normalised cut-off frequency for kinematics data. The drift 

noise is the long-term variation of baseline from straight 

lines. Therefore, the drift noise exists in all IMU data 

collected. The initial signal that is present when no 

movement occurs can be considered as noise data, we 

subtract its dimensional values from velocity and 

displacement or position data. 

 

Following the removal of undesired noise from the 

kinematic signals, additional signals are often computed to 

gain greater information about the exercise being completed 

and improve classifier performance. Examples of such 

signals are the magnitude of acceleration, magnitude of 

rotational velocity and signals that describe the 3D 

orientation of the IMU such as pitch, roll and yaw or rotation 

quaternion values. These are computed from the IMU 

signals using methods such as complementary filters, 

gradient descent methods [7] and Kalman filters [8]. Linear 

acceleration may also be derived from the accelerometer 

data by removing the gravitational acceleration component. 

C. Segmentation 

Once the IMU data has been processed appropriately it is 

important to segment this data into epochs that correspond to 

repetitions of the exercise being measured. 

 

Due to a large amount of noise, synchronicity and variability 

of movement DoFs in the IMU data stream, it is challenging 

to effectively identify the movements of rehabilitation 

exercises. Many algorithms were introduced to segment the 

human motion for rehabilitation exercises, including the 

sliding window algorithm [9] top-down, bottom-up 

algorithms [10] zero-velocity  crossing algorithms (ZVC), 

template-base matching methods [11] and the combination 

algorithms of the above [12]. These algorithms have 

advantages and disadvantages. The ZVC-based algorithms 

are the fastest. However, they often truncate the movements. 

The based-template matching algorithms can more accurately 

identify the movements. However, these algorithms are either 

much more sensitive with computation, or rely heavily on the 

templates. 

 

In order to improve the performance in term of accuracy, 

memory and computational overhead, our group has recently 

introduced a fast segmentation algorithm. This segmentation 

algorithm consists of two main stages: movement trunk 

detection and the edge detection. In the first stage, the 

algorithm uses the ZVC algorithm to extract the ZVC points, 

then uses the Hidden Markov Models (HMM) with the 

Viterbi algorithm to travel segments along the ZVC points 

and generate a sequence of states. Following this it searches 

and combines segments into the movement trunks using the 

sequence of states. In the second stage, the algorithm 

steps towards data driven 

classification of performance…..
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currently evaluating personalised classifier model…..
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athletes return to sport. 

Take Home Message  
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FIGURE 3. Presents the group mean sway volume across the final pre-fatigue and three post-fatigue 

measurement points. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 100
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measurement points. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 
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Can inertial sensor data capture dynamic balance 

control deficits following a concussive head injury?



Are dynamic balance control deficits at pre-

season associated with an increased risk of 

sustaining a concussion?



simple 

answer……………YES

Players with sub-threshold q-YBT 
performance at baseline 3 times more likely 
to sustain concussive injury throughout the 
season, controlling for previous history of 
concussion…….



Call for Abstracts now open!

Thank You!

@caulfieldbrian
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Regression Model Predictors P Value
Odds 
Ratio

LOWER Upper

Model 1
Concussion History 0.03 2.94 1.10 7.85

Constant <0.01 0.14

Model 2
ANT_R_GyromagApproxEntroy 0.015 3.84 1.29 11.40

Constant <0.01 0.104

Model 3

Concussion History 0.045 2.81 1.024 7.736

ANT_R_GyromagApproxEntropy
0.023 3.63 1.198 10.971

Constant <0.01 0.07

Model 4

Concussion History 0.27 2.91 0.44 19.2

ANT_R_ApproxEntropy 0.13 3.72 0.69 20.10

ANT_R_GyromagApproxEntropy*Con
Hx

0.97 0.96 0.10 8.9

Constant <0.01
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Regression Model Predictors P Value
Odds 
Ratio

LOWER Upper

Model 1
Concussion History 0.03 2.94 1.10 7.85

Constant <0.01 0.14

Model 2
PL_R_lumbar_pitch_f95%_22.03 <0.01 5.962 2.08 17.07

Constant <0.01 0.097

Model 3

Concussion History 0.04 3.07 1.07 8.79

PL_R_lumbar_pitch_f95%_22.03 <0.01 6.04 2.05 17.80

Constant <0.01 0.07

Model 4

Concussion History
0.77 0.77 0.13 4.54

PL_R_lumbar_pitch_f95%_22.03 0.38 1.95 0.44 8.66

PL_R_lumbar_pitch_f95%_22.03*ConHx 0.05 9.68 0.99 94.82

Constant <0.01 0.12
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Regression Model Predictors P Value
Odds 
Ratio

LOWER Upper

Model 1
Concussion History 0.03 2.94 1.10 7.85

Constant <0.01 0.14

Model 2
PM_L_lumbar_gyroY_approxDW_185 0.037 2.84 1.06 7.59

Constant <0.01 0.143

Model 3

Concussion History 0.043 2.82 1.03 7.70

PM_L_lumbar_gyroY_approxDW_185
0.043 2.82 1.03 7.70

Constant <0.01 0.09

Model 4

Concussion History 0.03 6.33 1.16 34.52

PM_L_lumbar_gyroY_approxDW_185 0.21 0.26 0.03 2.17

PM_L_lumbar_gyroY_approxDW_185*c
onchx

0.03 6.33 1.162 34.52

Constant <0.01 0.53


